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Sadness over
closure of 'excellent'
Montpelier Hall
A N D R E W SMITH
College's only dedicated postgraduate Hall of Residence is to close in
September 1997 with the loss of 75
beds. At a time of increasing pressure
on College bed spaces, senior academics have expressed concern that the
accommodation of postgraduate
freshers may drop in priority.
Montpelier Hall, originally built as
a nurse's hostel for what is now the
Lanesborough Hotel, is suffering
from increasing dilapidation, and
College's Management Planning
Group decided that its closure could
no longer be delayed. The decision
whether to sell or renovate it, with
minimum estimates for the latter
option running at £600,000, will be
taken by MPG before Christmas.

Dr Richard Clarke, warden of
Montpelier, expressed sadness that
what he views as an 'excellent hall'
should be closed. While the sale of
the Knightsbridge property has been
on the cards for some time, Dr Clarke
suggested that the disappearance of
seventy five beds would still be 'a
great loss'.
Despite the small rooms, for which
the hall is notorious, the warden
insisted that the large recreational
area makes Montpelier 'a very sociable place'. Dr Clarke also points to
the fact that it was purpose built as a
hostel, as a reason to keep
Montpelier within the College portfolio.
Nick Black, College's Estates
continued on page two
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The first week of the new term has been a complete success with an enormous response to all the Freshers' events. The Friday night 'Freshers'
Carnival' (scene of the laser show above) was no exception with tickets
being sold out by Thursday lunchtime. This was the first carnival ever to
do so.
Takings at Da Vinci's bar reached record levels with substantial
amounts being spent over the course of the evening. "People arrived earlier and stayed the distance", observed Mark Horne, the Union Events
and Marketing Manager. Southside also had a good night, the bar being
described as 'teeming'. The new dB's ents lounge has been hailed as a
most worthwhile addition to the facilities the Ents crew have to work
with. " A better venue to host better events" commented Mark. "The
capacity of the Union has expanded over the last year and possible plans
to open other areas of the building are in the pipeline."
Sarah Ewen

Beercan potshot alarms
Mews residents
MARIA IOANNOU
Local residents were shocked and
amazed this week after their preferred quiet life was shattered by the
casual ballistics of a Southside guest.
A drunken reveller was observed
throwing a full can of beer into one
of the exclusive mews houses behind
Southside.
The can was thrown from the top
floor of Tizard Hall and crashed

through the front room window of a
house in Princes Gate Mews at about
midnight, breaking two panes of
glass and terrifying the resident, who
was present in the room.
The Warden of Tizard Hall,
Dr.John Hassard, spoke of his horror
saying ".. .it could have killed someone... a terrible thing to have happened."
Friday night's occurrence was not

an isolated incident and in the past
some residents have asked for the
windows to be boarded up or netted,
but this would be in breach of fire
regulations and cannot be done. The
resident in question was, as Dr.
Hassard puts it, "incredibly polite
and understanding considering the
circumstances". He is known to have
said "...we were all students once"
continued on page two

Inside
LIBRARY TENDER
The tendering process for the new
bookstore, to be situated within the
new library developments, starts
today with the official unveiling of
College invitation for tenders, page 4
ULU ELECTION RESULTS
The University of London Union has
at last found a replacement for the
post of Vice-President.
page 4
F U L L C O U N C I L FOR ICU
ICUs Council line up is almost complete after elections held at its first
meeting of the year.
page 3
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News in Brief

continued from frontpage

to purchasing the prime site. In 1991

Manager, warns that a committment

when Montpelier was officially up

to renovate the hall could reach far

for sale suggestions were made that

beyond the £600,000 initial estimate

college was looking for around

Belgravia Police Station has received

adaptations were made to the Library

as more problems may be found in

£12m.

a flurry of complaints from members

fire alarm systems.

DANGEROUS CYCLISTS

to neccesary building works, some

the fabric of the seventeenth century

With recent safety problems at

of the public recently, concerning

Problems with rewiring meant that

building. While Mr Black agreed that

other college sites, the 'integrity' of

students cycling on pavements in the

in certain areas alternative proce-

Montpelier is a popular hall and does

could have influenced the decision to

campus area.

dures

'work well',

he dismissed the

empty the property. Accidents over

PC Coleman warns students and

However, the Library staff, Fire

had

to

be

introduced.

'College myth' that it had to be used

the Summer with sash windows

members of staff at IC that it is an

Officer and Fire Alarm Engineer

as hostel accommodation. "There are

crashing down on cleaning staff are

offence under council bye-laws to

were fully aware of the situation at

no restrictions on the use of thte

but one example of the problems

ride on the footpaths and pavements.

all times. All problems have now

building as far as I am aware', insist-

experienced with the hall, originally

In the interest of safety he recom-

been dealt with and the Library is

ing that his examination of the prop-

built in 1865. Concerns over leaking

mends that students should use the

again able to function without the

erty deeds revealed no 'legal obliga-

guttering and the ancient wiring in

road instead - that is what it's for. If

worry of additionalfirerisks.

tions'.

the hall have all contributed to the

anyone is unhappy riding their bicycle on the road they should push it

C A M P U S CAMPING

along the pavement instead. Any IC

In a scene reminiscent of the last

personnel or student caught riding on

night at the proms, IC undergrads

the pavement will be reported and

have resorted to sleeping rough in an

liable for prosecution. If the police

attempt to snap up the few remaining

do not deal with the incident, then

spaces in halls.

Imperial College will discipline the
person(s) involved.

It appears that this year a relatively large number of students have not

In addition to cyclists, roller-

been allocated accommodation in

bladers are increasingly becoming a

College residences despite rumours

problem on campus. Non-slip sur-

that suggest that rooms are lying

faces have been laid on several steps

empty in halls.

as a trial to prevent people rollerblading on the walkways, said

Bill

Oldridge, from the Estates division.

On October 5th, the first weekend
of this term,

Students ignored

requests to wait until Sunday before

"We are looking at alternatives, as

queuing at the Accommodation

the trial has not been as successful as

office in Prince's gardens and were

had been hoped. Rollerbladers are a

found to be waiting on the steps in

potentially serious problem; security

order to be at the head of the queue

staff have been abused, and bladers

the next morning. However, during

are injuring themselves. They are a

the middle of the night security

danger to themselves as well as oth-

guards moved the slumbering stu-

ers, and College has a duty to protect

dents away as "they constituted a fire

people from them" he added.

risk". Ken Weir, Chief Security
Officer, was unaware of the incident

It was originally intended that
Montpelier should be sold to finance
the

purchase

of

September 1997 closure deadline.
Despite the obvious need to pro-

R O N S E A L E D O U T IN A L L
WEATHERS

until informed by Felix, although
later several students reported it, and
is making his own investigation.

Clayponds,

vide a better standard of accommo-

The Rector, Sir Ronald Oxburgh,

College's housing estate in West

dation, the housing of seventy five

was rendered temporarily unable to

London, but the late 80's property

postgraduates freshers will clearly be

leave the college on Wednesday fol-

BIKE C O D I N G

crash precluded the previous attempt

difficult. Despite College gaining an

lowing a problem with his security

Those of you who haven't had your

at selling the hall. While Mr Black

increase in their U L Intercollegiate

clearance.

bike confiscated for riding on the

insists that no effort has been made

Hall allocation, the deficit of conve-

The Rector's chauffeur-driven car

pavements can take it along to the

to market the property again, a

niently located beds will not be recti-

was reportedly denied access at the

ante-room in the Sherfield Building

steady stream of developers have

fied until the opening of the planned

Callendar Road entrance when the

to have it marked with your post

approached the College with a view

Prince's Gardens Halls.

driver's swipe card failed to raise the

code for security. Police will be

automatic

offering this service free of charge on

Beer-can thugs face disciplinary

barrier. One security

source commented that due to a com-

October 28th, 29th and 30th. More

puter error the car may not have been

information will be available closer
to Monday 28th.

continued from frontpage

what action is to be taken. A disci-

registered as leaving the campus, and

though he was suprised and worried

plinary committee consists of the two

so been prevented from re-entering.

It might well be worth taking

that so dangerous a stunt had taken

senior tutors, two members of the

Another blamed "loose wiring" in

advantage of this service, as parts

Imperial College Union Council, a

the card-reader.

have been stolen from eight different

place.
The student was not a resident at

clerk from Registry and a dean of

Southside, being "...a friend-of-a-

one of the constituent colleges as

friend" and so will not have to face a

bikes since the beginning of term.

chair. Severe action may be taken by

LIBRARY FIRE A L A R M S
SAWN THROUGH

place for bikes is on the RSM walk-

resident's tribunal. The student will,

the College, "being drunk is certain-

There was some question as to the

way, which is covered by four sepa-

however, be facing a disciplinary

ly not an excuse" commented Dr

safety of summer users of the

rate CCTV cameras. To date, noth-

hearing, where it will be decided

Hassard.

Imperial College Library when, due

ing has been stolen from this area.

Security have advised that the safest
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Judo session enlivens Elections
K E N T YIP

esting". He also has plans to convert

former President of St Mary's

Imperial College Union's Council

the top room in the Queen's Tower

Hospital Medical School Student's

Three proposed Union policy doc-

line is almost complete after elec-

into an observatory, and to raise the

Union, and WD Miles, elected as

uments also saw theirfirstreading at

tions held at its first meeting of the

profile of the second hand book shop

ordinary members with the greatest

the Council meeting, with all but one

year. Two officers and seven ordi-

in the Physics department.

number of votes. In their absence, for

making it through. A number of

facilities.

nary members were elected at the

Meanwhile, the less than luke-

academic reasons, current president

flaws and omissions resulted in the

meeting last Tuesday, but the last

warm enthusiasm of postgraduates to

of Mary's SU, Sami Ansari spoke on

ICU Publicity Policy being with-

minute withdrawal of candidate

take a more active role in the running

their behalf.

drawn for reworking.

Emma Dedman still leaves the posi-

of Council meant that nobody was

Rob Park's bid for election was

The new Clubs and Societies

tion of Welfare Officer unfilled.

proposed before the start of the meet-

hampered by a suspicion that he had

Safety Policy, written over the

Heather Whitney, the sole candi-

ing. Paul Brown, former Transport

eaten all the pies during his time on

Summer by Sarah Corneille, faced

date for the post of Womens' Officer,

Officer and current head of IC Radio,

the Refectory Services Committee.

even

was unanimously elected. Her inten-

eventually "volunteered" for the

Hannah

third year

focused on the extensive new condi-

tion to organise self defence classes

position. Confronted with the prob-

Chemical Engineering student, and

tions placed on off-campus activities.

for women and to set up specialist

lem offindinga partner to take up the

Matt Szyndel, a fourth year Physics

These include a requirement that

library on women's issues in the

remaining PG post, Paul remained

student, were however eventually

seven days notice must be given to

Union office were warmly welcome

optimistic, highlighting the large

elected.

the Deputy President Clubs and

by the voters. The post of Transport

number of postgraduates currently

Officer was likewise taken up by

involved in the running of clubs and

Tom Gallaford and Caroline Deetjen

Duncan Tindall after a relatively

societies.

uneventful speech.

Pearson,

a

Duncan Tindall, John Lambert,

more

opposition. Debate

Societies (DP C&S)'before any trip
can proceed'.

were elected from the Council to the

Also debated was the proposed

With medics from St. Mary's tak-

Executive Committee of the Union.

Disciplinary Policy, which will allow
the Appeals procedure to impose

ing their usual active role in events,

Duncan Tindall, the only one of the

tions reserved for freshers were filled

eight

stood for the

candidates to be interrogated, faced a

increased penalties on students.

by Lloyd Kilford and Savas George.

remaining four ordinary member

barrage of questions on how he

Council members eventually agreed

In his speech, Lloyd, a maths and

positions. These elections saw their

would deal with the problems of lack

unanimously to this measure, as the

computing student, announced that

number on the Council increase from

of space in the BMS building and the

Judo session proceeding in the room

he found committee meetings "inter-

four to six with Sarah Edwards, the

consequential overload on current

above added to the excitement.

The two ordinary member posi-

candidates

MORGAN
IpOrgan Stanley i s ^ ^ ^ f e - g global inveslmenl
f bank that engages in an integrated range of
activities: InvestrrjsbfcBanking, Asset
Management and S a l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i n g . Morgan
Stanley provides a ran,
histicated
financial and advisory s e r v i l p i p a broad cross
section of clients including sovereign
governments, corporations, institutions and
individuals throughout the world.
We are currently recruiting for graduates with a
record of outstanding academic achievement
for positions in the following areas:
.

-

Investment Banking Division
Equity
Fixed Income
Information Technology
Operations

SlW!B3E%i
If yoi
> pectof a career with one of
pfeB^^^^Eadirt^roesft^S^arik-s,, come along to our
presentaSi^^-'"™
'•
:

MORGAN STANLEY
25 Cabot Square
Canary Wharf
London, E14 4QA
at 7:00 pm
on Wednesday, 23 October, 1996
We encourage applications from students of any discipline
who can demonstrate a strong academic track record and
who possess the energy, creativity and confidence to
succeed. A Curriculum Vitae and covering letter should be
sent by 16 December 1996 to:
Graduate Recruitment
Office of Development
Morgan Stanley
25 Cabot Square
London
E14 4QA
For your name to be included on the sign-up list, please contact Susan
Neal at the University of London Careers Office on 0171 387 8221.
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New V P for U L U after
GUC ducks election rules

Bookstore tender
A N D R E W SMITH
The tendering process for the new
bookstore, to be situated within the
new library developments, starts
today with the official unveiling of
College invitation for tenders. Just
six organisations are being invited to
bid for the site with College insisting
that money alone will not be the
deciding factor.
Nick Black, College's Estates
Manager, looks forward to the establishment of 'an academic bookshop
of the highest quality'. Imperial
College Union faces stiff competition from Blackwells, Waterstones,
Dillons, WH Smiths and Foyles in
the race to provide IC students with
textbooks. Mr Black has confirmed
that when the new shop opens next
Easter, the current ICU bookstore on
the walkway will no longer be
allowed to handle academic books.
The Estates Manager, who took
part in the Rector's Ad-hoc Advisory
Group on the new Bookstore, insists
that College is 'very happy with the
current ICU bookstore', but suggests

Universitas 21

PHOTO: PIERS WILLIAMS

Succesful Vice-Presidental candidate Nick Dearden during his election
address. M r Dearden will take over the Finance and Services portfolio
from retiring sabbatical Claire Lawrie.
MARIA IOANNOU
The University of London Union has
at last found a replacement for the
post of Vice-President. The resignation of the previous incumbent,
Claire Lawrie, at the beginning of
September caused some dismay to
the three remaining sabbaticals, who
have had to take on extra duties
whilst organising the election for her
successor.

K E N T YIP
A new international organisation of
super-institutions,
known
as
"Universitas 21", will be formed
early next year. The idea was initiated by the University of Melbourne in
Australia, and is scheduled to be in
place by March.

The only other candidate, Ben
Hughes, decided to withdraw due to
heavy academic committments.

British Universities provisionally
signed up to be members include
Birmingham, Nottingham, Edinburgh and Glasgow. The new grouping has been described as "a network of universities that share similar interest" primarily aiming to
exchange information, students, and
share their resources. All members
of the group are from Commonwealth nations. Moreover, they must
also be research based, multi-disciplinary, and have a medical school.

Sarah White, the ULU President,
told Felix that she and the rest of the
ULU staff were "very pleased" with
the result and looking forward to the
year ahead. Ms White will be training Nick Dearden, who starts on
It was thought that he might be
Monday, in his role as Vicebarred from standing after giving a
pre-election address to Felix (Felix President responsible for Finance
and Services, and it is hoped that
1064), a breach of electoral rules.
ULU
will soon be running smoothly.
After the Elections Committee

Closer to home, there has been no
move by Imperial College to join
this particular group, though it
already belongs to several international organisations. One of these,
"Caesar", co-ordinates all the leading engineering colleges in Europe
and was previously chaired by Prof
Holmes of the Civil Engineering
Department.

Monday's elections, the first
General Union Council of the year,
have ended this period of uncertainty
with Nick Dearden, a Masters student from University College
London, being elected to the post.
However, Mr Dearden's election has
not been trouble-free.

sought, and found, a precedent in
1992, where the GUC dismissed a
similar allegation, it was decided to
allow Mr Dearden to run. Mr
Dearden's close links with Ms
Lawrie were also questioned, though
the Elections Committee have since
made it clear that it would have only
posed a problem if Ms Lawrie had
actually nominated him.

begins

that their current location is not ideal.
He maintains that the winning bid
'should be run to the best advantage
of the College community'.
With this in mind ICU President
Eric Allsop argues that all profits of
book sales should be kept within the
College community. He points out
the all revenue from ICU outlets goes
into improving facilities within the
campus. Mr Allsop gives the recent
refurbishment of the Ents Lounge to
become dB's, using £40,000 of
bookstore profits, as a prime example.
Bids will be received in early
November with the screening and
interview process being conducted
by a panel lead by the Dean of
Imperial College School of Medicine
at The NHLI, Prof Clarke. His group
will include Prof Alan Swanson, ProRector Educational Quality, Mike
Hansen, Director of Finance, Ian
Caldwell, Director of Estates and
Magda Czigany, Director of Library
Services. Prof Swanson will appoint
one student to also sit on the panel.

Charing Cross
suicides
Charing Cross Hospital, whose medical school is scheduled to become
part of Imperial College in 1998, is
under investigation after a report in
Time Out exposed a number of
recent suicides. Delays of up to five
hours have been reported in the
admission of patients to the hospital's casualty department, often leading to psychriatric patients causing
themselves damage.
One female patient gave up waiting and proceed to take a taxi to
London Bridge where she jumped
off, her body being found ten days
later.
Under the former management,
psychiatric patients were not abandoned to wait in casualty. Private
security contractors, introduced in
1992, have been criticised for not
being allowed to help patients in crisis situations such as these.
With three other suicide cases in
the past year, one where a man
jumped from the top floor of the hospital, it has been admitted that a
'tower block is obviously inappropriate for psychiatric patients.'

Procter and Gamble Applications - Closing Dates 1996-1997
Procter and Gamble w i l l be running the following courses as part of their recruitment programme. F u l l details are
available in the careers service.

Research and Development
Vacation Work for Penultimate Year. L i f e Scientist
Christmas Courses in R & D Management for final year
Postgraduate and undergraduate scientists and engineers
M i l k round applications

29th October
29th October
13th January 1997

Product Supply (Manufacturing)
Internship
Christmas courses in Product Supply Management

31st October
31st October

A l l application forms are available from departmental careers advisors and the careers services. The completed
forms should be forwarded to the careers service, who w i l l co-ordinate interview dates directly.

Ptocter&Gainble
The fast track to responsibility
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Surviving Imperial College
Study difficulties and what to do about them, as explained
:
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and certainly it
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There is also a
quickly-depress
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demands of work and those of other
competing interests, all of which may
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recognition that invidious choices even
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happen to
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by students having no apparent con
try \
i time
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available in co'lkge called "Study
Matters" which seems to me both
thoughtful and relevant Ask your
senior tutor or department;,! office
for a copy.
Conn: to see inc. Iam easily avail- •
able. ;LTK! my work is entirely confidential. I won't, for example, talk to
•/our back.
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the flood of new material being
thrown at you is likely to be relentless, and this can induce a very nasty
feeling of panic if for some reason
you are struggling to keep going. For
another thing timing may be critical-

of reward, and the notion that reward gain,
is central to effective learning holds goirt
good over a very wide spectrum of orga
activity related to successful study at have

university. At the macro level - the den
fundamental motives for going for & men
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mitment. Effe<WK learning cannot degree at
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trading in or postponing other desirBi
able ends
tasks
All the |)Sychok)gical literature on way
learning emphasises the importance stud;

that demands t me/sfergy and com-

Thinking is intrinsically difficult.
and. for most o ' us, a vaguely unwelcome activity , at least initially.
Because it's di Ticult, we have an in
to skirt lound it. For

it is also funic and there may bet
important practical reasons for talk
iftc around anxieties about work

ception of the scale of the task they Don
have taken on, regarding the odd blanl

tl v and withon
urtesy to you.
sufficiently, the resilience and buoywork or attei
ancy which are necessary to over- If
our senior t
come contingent difficulties will be-- bait
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emic staff arc tolerai
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also true in the more detailed day to recognising
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The Internet cafe
comes to South Ken
internet
cafe

personal
tuition

access to ^
software j
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51 software SP
I u accessories
f soft drinks

T h e first Hands On Internet Cafe is now open in the Old Brompton
Road. Hands On is a new concept for anyone and everyone interested in computers
or the Internet - especially students, even absolute beginners. It puts the world of computers
at your fingertips. Not to mention an appetising choice of snacks, coffee & drinks.You can
surf the Internet, try the latest games and programmes, and make the most of our special
offers for students. You can just walk in, seven days a week, and hire our PC's by the hour.
Or you might be interested in some one-to-one training? Perhaps join a training course?
Or check out our exciting range of software, modems and accessories for sale. Why
not just pop in for a cappuccino and drink in the atmosphere of the friendliest
and most relaxed Internet cafe in town. Whatever you need, our expert
staff are there. Hands O n , to help you have fun and get connected!
^

PAY
N O VAT

25% O F F

O N E - T O - O N E
T R A I N I N G *
Join the Hands On Club free
Special first month savings
and get special member's
on our wide range of
discount off your access and
competitively priced courses.
training - it's equal to us
"Offers ends 30/10/96 paying your VAT!
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer
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ICL Cinema

SUPPORTED BY STA TRAVEL, IMPERIAL COLLEGE TEL: 0171 581 8882
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Wed 23rd, 8.30pm
Thurs 24th, 6pm

Wed 23rd, 6pm
Thurs 24th, 9pm
Fri 25th, 6pm

Sunday 27th,
8.30pm

We've had a brand new 10m wide cinema screen installed this summer
with no more wrinkles and dirt so you're invited to celebrate with us by
seeing the very best of this summer's big action films in full width
CinemaScope and Dolby Stereo, here in your own Union Building.
All tickets O O
only T^A"
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bring your Union Card as ID

C o m
£ 1
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m e m b e r s h

u r f i r s t

v i s i t

Admission open to all
students and staff of the
University of London

Fri 25th, 8.30pm
Sat 26th, 6pm

Sat 26th, 8.30pm
Sun 27th, 6pm

Come along for the biggest and best picture this side of Leicester
Square at a quarter of the price other London cinemas charge. And
don't forget, we let you bring your favourite drinks up from Da Vinci's
bar, so why not enjoy a cool movie with a cool pi nt of beer?

ICU C i n e m a
2nd floor, Imperial College Union Building
Tel. (0171) 594 8098, Internal Ext. 48098

http://www.icuc.demon.co.uk
email: cinema@ic.ac.uk
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Simon Baker - Voice of Reason

Firstly, Mr Caldwell, Robin Riley is

be terrible. Leaving the building

by the greatest threat to our way of

arguably its strongest department. It

not a pseudonym of mine. Much as I

open over the summer was risky if

life since the 1940s. Not monetary

has already lost football, some crick-

would love to take credit for the

not foolhardy, even though there

union; we'll have that bit of nonsense

et and Formula 1. To lose the

excellent

Campus

weren't that many people around.

dispatched soon enough. Not insta-

Guv'nor would be unthinkable. We

Renaissance (Campus Destruction,

Having seen the cavalier attitude of

bility in the Middle East; a couple of

must unite to stop this. Write to John

more like), I must congratulate the

the contractors on that site, safety

Cruise missiles and Bob's your

Birt, petition your MP, chain your-

man responsible. Apart from the odd

clearly is not a major consideration.

uncle. This is far, far more serious. I

self to TV Centre. Des must stay!

article

on

crane crashing into Chemistry, the

As any chemist at IC knows, one

have read that Desmond Lynam's

BMS project does appear to be pro-

has to comply with all manner of

contract with the BBC ends in

Nice to see that the wait for the first

ceeding well, save for the natty red

safety requirements before undertak-

December, and Sky have made him

ULU balls-up of the season has not

and yellow barrier outside the site

ing any work. As they also realise,

an enormous offer. The conse-

been a long one. A resignation and

entrance that has been up and down

this is not really in the name of safe-

quences of this are too terrible to

it's still only October. Fair enough,

more often than a whore's drawers.

ty, but an example of what is known

contemplate. Des is not simply a

since it was for personal reasons, but

The real concern is the Library

in the trade as 'covering the arses' of

consummate professional; he is the

it was almost inevitable that the

project. Quite frankly, I have to say I

our elders and betters. The Schal

greatest sports broadcaster on the

replacement candidate would have

told you so when I heard about the

managers and indeed Ian Caldwell

planet. To cite even a small percent-

friends in low places. The Campaign

bulldozer almost crashing through

himself might care to consider this. I

age of the great man's triumphs

for Free Education is a particularly

the roof. We have read about large,

accept that moron crane drivers etc.

would fill a year's Felixes, but one

distasteful organisation that has been

heavy chunks of metal falling off

are not your fault, but you try telling

only has to mention the aborted

hijacked by every extreme left outfit

cranes, and if this were to happen

the HSE that you have no legal

Grand National to emphasise the

in the country, and hasrightlybeen

over the Library roof, the conse-

responsibility whatsoever.

genius of the Lynam. The BBC is, by

disowned by the rest of ULU. Mind

common consent, the finest broad-

you, I hope he's elected. The expres-

caster in the world and sport is

sion on Ghassan Karrian's face...

quences of huge metal javelins
plunging through to Level 2 would

This nation is about to be gripped

i n t h e course of duty -

THE WEEKLY

POEM

Freshers really are a disgusting

Teaching is a skilled art, and only

breed. At this time of year they

a very few lecturers have the motiva-

miraculously appear, obstructing our

tion, inspiration or skill to do it prop-

corridors and barging through our

erly. The rest are simply ploughing

doors as if they owned the place.

through a heavy load of unwelcome

Standing, alone in the kitchen, I see through the window

They have no redeeming features;

work between the hours when they

The cat, stepping neatly up the garden path, tail held high

they are sallow of skin and crude of

can carry on with their research.

Heading for home to deal with thosefirsttwinges of hunger

tongue, and stagger around without

Aside from that, the lecture as deliv-

I anticipate the rattle of the cat-flap

even a hint of politeness, leaving

ered has become unnecessary any-

Then sink into sadness, reminded that soon

only the scent of alcohol and ner-

way. They date from a time when

The other door will bang

vousness to remind you of their

books were rare and expensive, and

Signalling the other homecoming

unhealthy existence. You can imag-

the only way to transfer the required

ine them at night crawling back to

information to a large collection of

their purposefully scruffy rooms at

students was by dictation. Now, with

Standing alone in the kitchen

the end of a pathetic night out, fum-

photocopiers, and wordprocessors,

Longing for a tender look....even a kiss as in the movies

bling drunkenly under their bed-

this is an outdated and pointiess

But he will stay apart as long as possible

clothes to alleviate the knowledge

methodology. It would be far betterj

Moving about in the next room, in his private angry hell

that the woman they were drunkenly

to simply provide the students with

And when he does come in to seek his food

eyeing up still won't be interested

printed notes and exercise sheets and

Keep me at bay with trivial sharp rebuke

tomorrow. Freshers however can be

allow them to field any questions

excused. They will learn in the end.

during tutorial time. This would free

But now the delicious moment

But there is another breed of unde-

both the lecturers and the students to

The cat caresses my leg with his soft and silky head
Then, after having eaten, leaves

supplied by PoetIC

The Cat Poem

For I know that, as always, I will wait

sirable at Imperial who is far more

get on with the work they want to do,

insidious; I am talking about the lec-

rather than forcing everybody to

turer. They are proud and well paid,

waste valuable hours sitting through

And I amfilledwith admiration

but in the main they are completely

a painful daily charade. This is not

That he can take the care he needs then go

useless. OK, so there are a few

to say that lectures have no role at

And also I amfilledwith gratitude -

exceptions worthy of respect, but the

all, they do - but it is one of inspira-

I brushed against another living soul

grand majority are totally unquali-

tion, rather than information.

fied to stand up and teach anything

Lecturers should utilise their time

to anyone, let alone teach a complex

to encourage thought and discussion,

Anne

subject to a large group of people.

to promote the excitement of the stu-

They will mumble, hesitate and ram-

dents and to pass on their passion

This poem taken from A Selection of Member's Poetry, published by PoetIC

ble, they will read their notes word

about their subject. That is what lec-

the society for creative writing at Imperial College.

for word in a grim monotone, they

tures should be for; but how many do

may attempt a few feeble jokes, but

this? Very few. The rest are too

PoetIC, please contact the publicity officer Keith McNulty on k.mcnul

it is rare that any student leaves the

incompetent to cope or too lazy to

ty@ic.ac.uk, or the chairman Ed Sexton on e.sexton@ic.ac.uk

lecture theatre any the wiser.

PoetIC welcomes new members. If you would like more details about

Third World First is a national student movement
campaigning against poverty and injustice in the World

THIRD WORLD FIRST
CAMPAIGNS CONFERENCE
a series o f W o r k s h o p s o n m a j o r d e v e l o p m e n t c a m p a i g n s
a g a t h e r i n g o f a l l t h e L o n d o n T h i r d W o r l d First G r o u p s

Imperial College Union, Beit Quad
Sat 19th Oct, 10.30 am - 5 pm
FREE REGISTRATION
Programme:
10.30
11.00
11.30

12.30
2.00
2.15

3.15
3.30

Registration
Welcome and Introduction
Morning Workshops:
The effect on education
of structural adjustment
in
developing
countries (World University
service)
The Fair Trade Campaign 'Consumer Power: Taste It' (Third World
First)
Third World Debt: 'Ethical Update' on the major UK banks
(LAMB)
Lunch
Introduction
Afternoon Workshops:
Ban Landmines Campaign
(UK Working Group on
Landmines)
The Ogoni people of Nigeria: exploitation
by a multinational
corpo
ration (Ogoni Peoples
Association)
Tea
The Burma Campaign - Representatives
from the Burma
Action
Group and international
journalists
will talk on the
democracy
movement
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LETTERS T O F E L I X
replied to this week by Jonathan Trout
Mr C replies..,
Dear Mr Baker,
I enjoy reading your column and I
hope it does not upset you too much

Manager on site for the next month to

Falmouth/Keogh and Selkirk/Tizard

carry out a thorough review of both

halls. The Union and Felix are on the

food is simply a function of his supe-

the BMS and Libraries project.

network because the Centre put con-

rior intelligence. I don't have any

siderable effort and some equipment

problems with vivisection. Some

into extending the network to the

major medical advances could not

• Schal are adding to their team
with a Quality Manager on site.

if I often agree with it.

rear and kill some lower animals for

You commented that you feel the

• I have also commissioned an

Beit Quadrangle. It must be said that

have been made without it. What I

JCR is a disgrace, I could add to this

independent review from Waterman

the Beit Quadrangle is a particularly

disagree with is the notion that hunt-

the Walkway Southside Gym ..

Safety Limited whose report is due in

difficult area in which to install net-

ing animals for sport is "a bloody

indeed the list is too long. We share

about 2 weeks.

work wiring, and I'm sure that any

good laugh" or that hare-coursing

problems in the Old or New Hostels

and badger-gassing are "good, clean

are due to this.

fun". What sort of sick-minded indi-

an aspiration to provide decent facil-

We are therefore doing a consider-

ities for our students. The new dB's,

able amount to ensure that quality

where Estates and ICU worked

control and health and safety man-

Finally the Centre is not empow-

vidual thinks that an animal in dis-

closely together, is an example of

agement is as good as can be. In

ered to make judgements about the

tress is "good, plain, old-fashioned

what can be achieved. The obvious

doing so, we can reassure students

use students may make of campus

hilarious"?

problem is money, at a time when

and staff that their health and safety

network facilities. That is an academ-

If Mr Trout thinks that visiting

Government

is a top priority.

ic issue which is decided by the

schools with mad cows would have

is

cutting

back

University funding. The good news

Finally I'm not 41!

College and the departments. When

playgrounds ringing with laughter,

is that we are developing plans to

Yours sincerely

such decision are made the Centre

then he has no conception of how

improve the facilities in Sherfield.

/ Caldwell

takes all reasonable steps to see that

disturbed and frightened children
could be by such a distressing dis-

Watch this space!

play.

Kind regards.

If Mr Trout considers that club-

Your sincerely

At the invitation of ICXJ Rook store. Prof P Aikins (author or

/ Caldwell

Chemistry texls with Oxford University Press) will be giving a

bing a blind-folded donkey, or

lecture entitled. The Hook. The Disc and The Future on

throwing a goat from a castle parapet

Dear Mr Riley

Monday 21st October at 6.15 pm. The venue is the Clore Lecture

etc, etc, is treating animals "with the

Theatre. Tickets are available free of chargefromthe Bookstore.

contempt they deserve", then I sug-

I would obviously like to comment

gest that he gets to know me by sight

on your article in last week's Felix.
Firstly, the safety of staff, students
and

the public is of paramount

importance, and secondly, yes I have

Network corrections

the rules are observed and will report

because, should he be foolish enough

to the department (or in serious cases

to vocalise such ideas within earshot

Dear Mr Feakes,

to the College) any students trans-

of me then, with a name like Trout, I

spent much of the last week in meet-

In The Felix of 11th. of October

gressing those rules.

would be sorely tempted to shove a 6

ings and on site - much of this has

under the News in Brief heading

Yours sincerely,

inch, barbed hook through the roof of

been related to the construction pro-

there was a section on networking

RJHynds

his mouth (let's face it, it wouldn't

jects and reviewing these with Schal.

connections in the Beit Hall in which

Centre for Computing Services

damage his intelligence), attach a line

Your article quite rightly raises

you

mention

the

Centre

to it, and hoist him from one of the

for

concerns, some of which relate to the

Computing Services. Since the sec-

state of the construction industry

tion showed some contusion as to the

itself. The industry has come through

role of the Centre in the networking

Schal? Schwa?
Dear Felix,

many cranes currently to be found on
campus. Now THAT would be fucking hilarious!

the worst recession I have known and

of student

of

Your catalogue of building disasters

Mr Trout should remember that

many firms are indeed financially

Residence may I set the record

here at IC has prompted me to ask

what MOST distinguishes Man from

weak.

straight?

this question: If there is an accident

all the other predators on the planet,

The Centre is not responsible for

here at IC, who will be held responsi-

is his predilection with killing his

networking within any of the Halls of

ble, and what action will be taken?

own kind - for fun!

Residence. If rooms are to be wired

More importantly, will any action be

which we have confidence. Bank

up then this must be either funded by

taken before an accident occurs?

guarantees and performance bonds

the College or achieved by the

Before

contractors

are

appointed, they are subjected to
financial, quality and health and safety checks to try to select firms in

are used where appropriate.

rooms

in Halls

D Goodwin, Comp I

Ken Pritchard, Biochem II.
Dear Sir,
I refer to the "philosophical" article

Wardens/College Residences. As

Neither Schal or ourselves are

currently defined and funded the

Reports that all students are to

by Jonathan Trout. I am no animal

happy at the number of incidents that

Centre's role is to install a network

be issued hard hats with their

rights activist, but I can only feel

have happened on site. Following the

connection to the basement of each

library cards are as yet uncon-

sympathy for the writer's warped

ceiling collapse I arranged for an

building on campus. So far we have

firmed.

state of mind and his runaway
humanistic ego. Honestly, I am sur-

immediate investigation into the rea-

not been funded by the College to do

sons behind it. An inspection of the

this for Halls of Residence, but we

other new ceilings was also carried

have managed to create a student net-

out (which were of a different con-

work on the South Kensington cam-

struction and all quite safe). The

pus linking them, from internal

While there is much in the article

He writes "If a cow could corral,

main reason for the collapse was

resources. We have also provided

"Humans: 1, Animals: 0 A philoso-

feed and breed me, I would take my

Good clean fun?
Dear Alex,

prised that he did not go further to
encourage human cannibalism, since
it is along his line of argument.

indeed the supply and use of the

network hubs for Weekes Hall (a

phy by Jonathan Trout" that I accept

straw hat off to him on the way to the

wrong wire for the ceiling ties.

joint pilot project with the Estates

and agree with, there are some points

abattoir. As the hammer swung down

Measures have been put in place as

Division to provide data and tele-

that I take extreme exception to.

follows:

phone outlets in each room) and a

I accept that Man is the ultimate

be caught and branded head I would

terminal concentrator for each of

predator, and Man's ability to breed.

marvel at the genius of my slaughter-

• Schal have based a Safety

on my thick, hairy, stupid enough to
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rhetoric, because I will certainly like
to see the writer exuding that same
spirit should the fateful day come.
Surely, getting on his knees to beg
for a quick and painless death is
beneath him.
Assuming that there really exists a
distinct line between humans and
animals, is the ability to feel compassion a distinguishing factor? If that is
so, maybe the writer should be
opposing the persecution of his own
kind.
Yours
Soh Kinn Yeow
EEE2.

Dear Sir,
In reply to Jonathan Trout's
"Humans:
1 Animals: 0 " (Issue
1064): and what a neat little manifesto it was too. However it all
seemed to hinge on the argument that
more intelligent being, have the right
to exercise their blood lust as they
see fit. Without wishing to be sensationalist, this kind of argument has
led to genocide in the past and
whereas Mr.Trout may be clear on
where he divides animals and homo
sapiens, other people are not so sure.
As for his claims that animal suffering is "a bloody good laugh",
that's entirely subjective; but I doubt
that the sight of an abbatoir worker
shovelling offal in ten hour shifts
would strike him as anything but sad.
The fact is that the farming practices
of our ancestors bear no relation to
the sick practices carried out today.
"(Humans) build and destroy
because they can conceive of doing
so" is a banal and pointless statement. The fact that humans conceive
discernment and compassion is far
more important.
Yours faithfully,
Mr R Coupland.
Really, I'm disappointed with you
all. Petty personal insults and
death threats are far below the
level of debate I hoped for in writing this article. Aside from this, I
was most bemused to find that
having written it makes me a cannibalistic, genocidal, sick-minded
and warped supremacist. With the
fairly obvious exception of these
three letters, the response has been
overwhelmingly positive to the
piece, it having been seen as a
refreshing change from the usual
"oh
poor
fluffy
bunnies"
approach. Hypocrisy is rife in the

area of animal rights, and it was
my aim to provoke reasoned argument by taking an admittedly
extreme but thoroughly self-consistent stance.
It also seems to me that I am
being branded as being without
compassion. This is untrue - I do
feel compassion, it is just that I
believe that we should look after
our own race before we start with
others. While there are humans
dying of starvation, or being persecuted for their beliefs I find it contemptible that our energies should
be devoted to the welfare of lesser
species. Who has the right to tell us
otherwise?
Finally, I'd like to state that I
believe one of the major criteria
that separates homo sapiens from
the animals is the ability to have a
sense of humour.
No animals were harmed during
the writing of this reply. Except a
few squirrels. Cheers - JT.

The effective library
Dear All,
The Higher Education Funding
Councils, have set up a working
party which produced a report entitled: the Effective Academic Library.
The report recommends a vast range
of measures libraries should take to
assess their effectiveness and economy. One measure requires us to
count the number of users on specified sample days and the number of
items they consulted during their
visit. The first sample days are
Monday and Thursday, 21 and 2 4
October, followed by 1 1 and 1 4
November.
Special notices will be put up in all
the libraries informing users and
telling them what to do (eg reshelving books or journals they used). I
would be grateful for your understanding and co-operation. On all
other days in the libraries, will be
their usual effective selves.
Magda Czigany,

yffFELTX
est 1 W
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E d i t o r Alex Feakes / A d v e r t i s i n g M a n a g e r Mark Baker
MONTPELIER HALL
Another week, another issue, and
one without the recurrent problems
of the first two thankfully. However,
another issue has indeedrisenwith
the condemning of Montpelier Hall,
a decision that seems to have taken
many people by surprise.
Although the Hall has been up for
sale before, and the annoucement
comes some time before the Hall will
close, the problem of meeting the
College commitment to house all
first year students looks even
tougher. To the best of my knowledge, there has been no proposal as
to where to put next year's first year
postgrads. Will the extra entitlement
in the intercollegiate halls be
enough? Will the postgrads be close
enough to South Kenisngton for
them to want to live there?
S A F E T Y H E L M E T S FOR
ALL?
It would seem that all this talk of
doom and gloom and Biblical style
raining of bit of concrete from the
heavens has worried some newcomers to the college (see D Goodwin's
letter, left).
This is perhaps adding unneccessarily to the burden on Freshers.
They already have had to stand in
more lines and sign more forms than
the mightiest beauracracy could wish
for, and now perhaps they must
queue up again for a little chit to
exchange for a safety helmet.
The campus is coming quite a dangerous place already without more
queues to trip over and the neccessity for firmer head gear.
TROUT ON THE HOOK
I was happy to see some of the

responses to Jonathon Trout's article
in last week's Felix, particularly
some of the reasoned answers to his
points. I am not sure what petty and
personal insults Jon took from the
replies, but I hope the irony can be
appreciated by all concerned.
This subject is emotive to many
people, and spawns frustration for
those on both side of the debate.
Articles such as Jon's can help to
'break the ice' and perhaps initiate
something more meaningful.
Perhaps contrary to Jon's opinion,
it would seem that Ken Pritchard has
at least a dry wit.
S U C H A NICE M A N
And I mustn't forget to thank the
chap in CCS who kindly sold us a
vital cable even though the shop was
shut. Unfortunately, in the end the
cable had the wrong fitting and we
had to make do withwhat we already
had, but we appreciated the effort.
APOLOGIES
Some of you may have received
Felixes without staples last week.
Our

apologies

-

the collating

machine is, ahem, unreliable.
LASTLY..
My apologies to Mr Nick Dearden
for mixing him up with Mr Ben
Hughes last week.

Don't forget our e-mail address for
letters, felix@ic.ac.uk. This should
make it a lot easier for you to contact
us. Also do take time to have a look
at our new website, which will be
steadily expanded and improved
over the next few weeks. The URL is
http://www.su.ic.ac.uk/Felix. Enjoy!

Director of Library Services
NEWS: A N D R E W D O R M A N - S M I T H A N D THE NEWSTEAM, FEATURES: M A R K

Letters may be edited for length.
The guest editor's opinions
are not necessarily those
of the editor.
Deadline for letters in Felix 1066
is Monday 21st October. Please
bring some form of identification.
Letters may be e-mailed to our
address: felix@ic.ac.uk
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Crossword by Clansman

Across:

Down:

1. Bug had company up in arms

2. A fight youths organise under-

about affliction to the throat. (3,5)

ground primarily does not concern

9. Gas took it easy having been cap-

me! (5,3)

tured. (8)

3. Toothed wheel found in geriatric

10. Many glow disconcertedly? I

ogre! (3)

found jungle boy! (6)

4. Metal goes up after universal seg-

12. Doctor that wrecks his operation

ment? (4)

first. (3)

5. Enjoying oneself by erratically

14. Sarcastic joke about caging clay?

avoiding hog meat! (6,1,4,4)

(7,3)

6. Excavate notes of debt after Public

16. Bright thought results in calming

Relations officer becomes enor-

rabid eagle. (4)

mous! (10)

17. British upper-class idling unruly

7. Holy man indebted to that which

before Southern commander intro-

was hidden away. (6)

duces extra tasks yield first money-

8. Vary coda by mistake before the

lending organisation. (8,7)

recommendation of a policy. (8)

19. Close to being in fine area? (4)

13. Lip about the French river sup-

21. Put toilet in as Eastern Turk

port. (6)

yowls initially about car problem!

15. Frail man all at sea about mother

(1,5,4)

in creature home! (6,4)

22. Foreign Office bridge-player is

16.

the enemy! (3)

around end of August recess! (6)

a) Tube map (13.2); b) Sure. Shore (12,25); c) Wishing Weil

23. Lose the lead when not on time

17. Improves sick-pay? (8)

(40.14); d) Wine bottle (15,31); e) Vocal chords (29,32): f)

for operation. (3,3)

18. Traitor able to rotate anorak? (8)

Wagon, Rubber (35,30); g) Grave-yard (21,16); h) Golf. Sailing

25. Bold about first official yacht

20. Mature cast-off is ancient! (3,3)

(7.37); i) Blank face (17,5); j) Like, Relish (9,34); k) Bar-gain

from ex-pupil. (3,3)

24.

(1,6); I) Evil. L v e (4,10): m) Lamp-shade (8.24); n) Mobile

27. Note the French weight in a

Europe. (4)

Solution

;•

; E!sm*;iatiO«

Imbeciles I would number

Stick to man from Eastern

phone (33,23); o) Gram store (20,26); p) Bread-knife (18,22);

cable-message. (8)

26. Party eye-opener is an animal!

q) Student Union (38,28); r) Top, Track (3,27); s) Imperial

28. The Spanish measure sent awry

(3)

College (41,36); t) Drainpipe (19,1 )...leaving "totally" (39).

by atmospheric forces! (8)

1

•

F R E S H

HAIR

S A L O N

•

he best s t u d e n t offer i n l o n d o n !
B L O W

C U T
B Y

O U R T O P

& 14

D R Y

S T Y L I S T S

L A D I E S

£ 1 2
Normal

M E N
price
£28f

where to
find us!
15A H A R R I N G T O N R O A D ,
SOUTH KENSINGTON,
L O N D O N SW7 3ES
1 minute
South Kensington

Call: 0171 823

walk

from

Tube

Station!!

8968

GET READY - GET FRESH!

Access, Visa, Mastercard, Cash, Cheques

SPORT 1 5

FELIX FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER

F E L I X SPORT
Late rally not enough Hockey Firsts strike
to save 1 st X V
against Royal Free...
N STORMER-SMITH

points were proving elusive to come

This amazing collection of brilliant

by. However, IC played to the end

players selected to play - honourably

(amounting to several kilopascals -

ICRFC kicked off their 96-97 season

and as an epic three-minute period of

- for the IC Firsts waltzed all over

we are scientists after all), finally got

with a keenly contested encounter

play resulted in Paul Hardcastle

Royal Free Hospital. Two hat tricks

to our ginger goalie Tim, Red

against Queen Mary and Westfield.

touching down for the last score of

(Kabadii and Plasticman) ensured a

Helmet, conceding two easy goals

The summer's rustiness was evident

the match. Result 25-12.

glittering performance in only our

late in the game.

FELIX RUGBY CORRESPONDENT

in thefirsthalf as QMW opened up a

In the day's second game, IC's

during the game. This pressure

second game of this very promising

Indiana had obviously enjoyed his

22-0 lead despite some valiant and

2nd X V went down 24-0

against

season. We were playing so well,

Freshers' week too much to be effec-

courageous defence by the whole IC

QMW's 2nds. The third team open

that even Johnny Fartpants scored

tive, in fact, he was crap, as was Sid

team.

their campaign this weekend, with a

from 2.4 inches, and that sweeper,

the Sexist, alias give-me-the-ball-

match

Chicken Boil was in the hunt for

and-let-me-try-and-dummy-the-

goals. The final result of 8-2 was a

whole-opposition-and-score-myself.

The IC tryline was under constant
pressure, and to the credit of the

against

St

Mary's

on

Saturday. All support is welcome.

was

Warm thanks being extended to

breached only three times. Come the

the IC Ladies, who hopefully pitched

second half the IC machine started to

up a few pointers for their on and off

crank into gear. QMW then found

the field activities.

whole

team,

the

defence

themselves under the cosh as IC
started to swarm.

poor reflection on the evident quality
difference.
Pubo boss kept a clear head as

Goldenboy is still refusing to
square any balls, as was Porn-o
refusing to stay wide (Yann got

Rent Boy remained exceptionally

Fu**ing wide). "This team has the

This early season setback should-

calm when converting a slick short-

potential to score on a regular basis."

n't deter IC from success in the near

corner combination. Mr T was solid

opined Rent Boy.

as ever as pressure on him increased

Pressure was converted into points

future. New faces, old hands and an

as newcomer prop, Rob Gare, thun-

abundance of skill and class under

dered over for the try. The conver-

the guidance of professional coach

sion being supplied by returning out-

Kevin Bell (Richmond) should weld

side half Gareth Williams. Despite

this IC team into a formidable unit -

dominating for long periods, further

capable of tackling anyone.

RESULTS

,,,as do the Seconds...
IC 2nds continued their winning run

the place. After some Barts' pressure

this season with a 2-0 victory over St

and near misses, IC strode up the

Barfholemew Hospital.

pitch with ineffable ease and Shaggy

As usual the game started like a

smashed a ball against the keeper's
body.

MENS HOCKEY

house on fire, with fouls aplenty.
Eventually, Rab forced a short cor-

Some IC pressure followed and a

I C 1ST X I 8 - 2 R O Y A L F R E E 1ST X I

ner, which our captain Goran flicked

confusion between the umpires and

into the top corner of the net to the

the players involved a retaken IC

I C 2ND X I 2 - 0 R O Y A L F R E E 2ND X I

raucous cheers of the team. An

freehit. Taken it was, played about

improvement for goals from short

with

I C 3RD X I 1 - 0 R O Y A L F R E E 3RD X I

corners over last season when we got

Richard Brut, who was feeling a

none. Anyway, lots of attacking play

need for young boys, smashed the

from both sides followed, but IC was

ball into the net. More Barts' pres-

LADIES H O C K E Y

I C 2NDX I 0 - 7 R O Y A L HOLLOWAY

MENS RUGBY
Q U E E N M A R Y A N D W E S T F I E L D 1ST

I C 2 N D X V 0 - 24 Q U E E N M A R Y W E S T F I E L D 2 N D X V

before

sure followed before the end of the

time.

game, but we won, they lost, so roll
on IC Hockey.

first, no fouls but butchery all over

.. .and the Thirds
After a tentative start, the 3rds

often threatened to overwhelm the

Animals came roaring into life after

medical opposition.

a penalty flick from pudding at 10
I C 1ST X V 1 2 - 2 5

ease

superior and we held out till halfThe second half started unlike the
I C 1ST X I 0 - 1 Q U E E N M A R Y A N D W E S T F I E L D

consummate

minutes.

Clinical passes and impenetrable
defensive work are fast becoming a

It was felt by many that the score-

hallmark of this promising 3rd's

line did not reflect the depth, quality

side, and they can only build on the

and general dominance of the ram-

sold foundations laid against St

pant IC side, whose stalwart defence

Barts.

McKinsey & Company
M A N A G E M E N T

C O N S U L T A N T S

AMSTERDAM
ATLANTA
BARCELONA
BEIJING
BERLIN
BOGOTA
BOMBAY
BOSTON

McKinsey & Company is an international firm that advises senior
management of the world's leading companies on issues of strategy,
organisation and operations. We have 69 offices in 35 countries,
including an expanding presence in South East Asia, China, Eastern
Europe and South Africa.

BRUSSELS
BUENOS AIRES
CARACAS
CHARLOTTE
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
COLOGNE
COPENHAGEN
DALLAS

We are looking for people with outstanding records of academic and
extra-curricular achievement to join our offices in their home country.

DUBLIN
DUSSELDORF
FRANKFURT
GENEVA
GOTHENBURG
HAMBURG

Opportunities for overseas
postgraduates and U.K. doctorates
We invite you to our presentation on:

HELSINKI
HONG KONG
HOUSTON
ISTANBUL
JAKARTA
JOHANNESBURG
LISBON
LONDON

Thursday, 31 October 1996
at 7:30 p.m.
The Park Lane Hotel, Piccadilly, London, W1

LOS ANGELES
MADRID
MELBOURNE
M E X I C O CITY
MILAN
MINNEAPOLIS
MONTERREY

We will also be holding a workshop to discuss how to answer
business cases in an interview on:
Wednesday, 13 November 1996
at 3:00 p.m.
74 St. James's Street, London, SW1

MONTREAL
MOSCOW
MUNICH
N E W DELHI
NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK
OSAKA
OSLO
ORANGE COUNTY
PACIFIC

NORTHWEST

PARIS
PERTH
PITTSBURGH
PRAGUE

London Office opportunities for
undergraduates and
British masters candidates

ROME
SAN FRANCISCO
SAO PAOLO
SEOUL
SHANGHAI
SILICON V A L L E Y
STAMFORD

We invite you to our presentation on:

STOCKHOLM
STUTTGART
SYDNEY

Thursday, 14 November 1996
at 7:30 p.m.
The Pippard Lecture Theatre,
Sherfield Building, Imperial College

TAIPEI
TOKYO
TORONTO
VIENNA
WARSAW
W A S H I N G T O N , D.C.
ZURICH

FURTHER INFORMATION AND BROCHURES ARE
AVAILABLE FROM THE CAREERS SERVICE

